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Clay minerals are considered as a promising material in the context of geological barrier for the confinement of radioactive and
industrial waste. Understanding the usefulness of the smectite mineral, in this approach, remains insufficient. The deep
investigation about structural response/changes, hydrate stability, cation exchange process, permeability, and heavy metal/
radionuclide adsorption/removal efficiency under external constraints is needed. To explore the structural alteration, the
hydration stability, and the evolution of montmorillonite porosity under a first order of external applied constraints coupling, a
reference Na-rich montmorillonite specimen is used as a starting material, and three exchangeable heavy metal cations (Ba2+,
Cu2+, and Co2+) have been selected. The applied constraint coupling is realized at laboratory scale and assured by
simultaneously varying of the soil solution pH and the thermal gradient. The evaluation of the mineral fraction response is
established by correlation of quantitative XRD analysis results, thermal analysis, and porosity measurements. The quantitative
XRD analysis allows rebuilding of the theoretical model describing the interlamellar space (IS) configurations/damages,
structural heterogeneity degrees, and hydrous stability. Obtained results show a dominant interstratified hydration character,
for all studied complexes, attributed to a new IS organization versus the applied constraint strength. Furthermore, all samples
exhibit a heterogeneous hydration behavior traduced by the coexistence of different layers of type population within the
crystallite. Additionally, the theoretical XRD profile decomposition allowed us to prove link between the domination of the
segregated stacking layers mode against the constraint strength. Thermal analysis allowed us to develop theoretical models
describing the decrease of the water molecule amounts as a function of the increase in temperature and soil solution pH.
Moreover, a specific hydration footprint response and an interstratification mapping are assigned for each corresponding stress
degrees. The evolution of montmorillonite porosity is determined by adsorption measurement, based on Brunauer, Emmett,
and Teller (BET) and Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) pore size distribution analyses which confirms for all samples, the
exfoliation process, and the mesopore diameter rise by increasing the constraint intensity.

1. Introduction

Montmorillonite is a 2 : 1 phyllosilicate type belonging to the
smectite family. The montmorillonite structure consists of a
stack of an octahedral (O) sheet (MO4 (OH)2) where (M)
can be (Al) or (Mg) ions sandwiched between two tetrahe-
dral (T) sheets (SiO4). This structure is labeled by T-O-T,
and the associated layer thickness along the c∗ axis is about
10Å [1–4]. The montmorillonite differs from the other dioc-
tahedral smectites (beidellite and nontronite) by the existing

isomorphous substitutions which occurs in the tetrahedral
sheet (i.e., Al3+ substitutes for Si4+) rather than in the octa-
hedral sheet [5]. Indeed, the isomorphic substitutions
appearing in the (T) or/and (O) sheets are defined by the
localization of different type of cations in the various cavi-
ties. These substitutions result in a load deficit that is com-
pensated on the outside of the layer, by compensating
cations (CC) [5–7]. The intrinsic montmorillonite properties
find a large environmental application domain as depolluant
[8–11], ion exchanger [12–16], natural geological barrier for
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industrial and radioactive waste confinement [17], clay-
based nanocomposite for drug delivery [18–27], cosmetic
compounds [28–31], medicinal application [32–35], anti-
bacterial properties, and as a topical treatment for skin prob-
lems [36–39]. The structural and morphological properties
are at the origin of this efficiency and the great exploitability
in several fields of application. Indeed, the layer type with its
infinite lateral extension (2D), the interlamellar space (IS)
allowing the individual layer swelling (then the swelling of
the crystallites) with the possibility of solvent insertion
(due to the capacity of cation exchange CEC), and the
macroporosity associated with the high specific surface
(SA) (external and internal) are essential assets favoring
the exploitation of such minerals [40, 41]. The montmoril-
lonite layer expansion amount is affected, respectively, by
the intrinsic layer charge location, the type/size/charge of
exchangeable cation, the abundance/organization of water
molecule in the IS, the type/size of organic/inorganic frac-
tion present in the contact solution, the material history
(fatigue/stress/strain), and the surrounding environmental/
geochemical/mechanical conditions [42–46]. The CC and
water molecules are positioned inside the IS, during cation
exchange process, following a discreet arrangement allowing
a progressive swelling process (hydration process) confirmed
by the discretization of the basal spacing distance (d001) fluc-
tuations. The literature proposed basal spacing level defined
by [5, 6, 47–49] is as follows: dehydrated 0W (d001~10Å),
one water layer 1W (d001~12.4Å), two water layers 2W
(d001~15.4Å), three water layers 3W (d001~18.2Å), and
finally, four water layers 4W (d001~21Å).

Montmorillonite is widely exploited (in adsorption sci-
ence) for neutralizing the soil heavy metal dispersion/diffu-
sion [50–52]. The adsorption factor usually depends on the
solid/liquid ratio parameters in such kind of application.
Usman et al. (2004) [53] demonstrate that low doses of clay
(about 4% to 8%) eliminate up to 70% of heavy metals. In
addition, the increase in the dose of the clay fraction is
accompanied by the increase in the rate of adsorption [54,
55]. Also, the required dose and the remediation force may
be affected by the variation in the mineral structural compo-
sition [56]. In the other hand, clay plays an essential role in
the basic design of deep storage sites for radioactive and
industrial waste confinement process [57–60]. The architec-
ture of the sites is achieved by the association of several types
of barriers (multibarrier concept). It consists of filler which
is the waste in metal packages, incubated by a thick of con-
crete layer, covered by a clay films buried in well-
determined host rock, at a depth of about 500m below sea
level. Several reasons, like the high radioactive element’s
adsorption capacity and the low permeability which slows
down the radionuclides migration in the host rock, detailed
in the work of [61–66] are in favor of the use of clay as a geo-
logical coating.

The clay adsorption capacity and the clay permeability
properties are very sensitive to the variation of the soil solu-
tion pH [67–72], the surrounding temperature gradient [56,
67, 68, 72, 73], the kinetic effect during the cation exchange
process [74], the surrounding atmospheric pressure varia-
tion [75, 76], the surrounding relative humidity (RH) con-

straint [77–81], the solid-liquid ratio effect during heavy
metal removal [41], and the type and nature of the compen-
sating cations [82–85]. Several works [67–72] show that
there is a linearly proportional relationship between the
pH level fluctuation and the performance of the heavy metal
absorber (clay fraction). Es-Sahbany et al. (2019) [72] show
that at room temperature, an optimal value of heavy metal
adsorption rate was obtained; although at slightly lower or
higher temperatures, this result may still be more ideal.
Chantawon et al. (2003) [86] and Usman et al. (2004) [53]
demonstrate good adsorption results at relatively high tem-
peratures of around 36°C unlike some researchers [87] that
observed a decrease in the adsorption rate at temperatures
above 30°C. Other authors [88, 89] have proven that chem-
ical adsorption reactions are essentially faster for tempera-
tures that gradually increase with continuous increases in
temperature.

On the other hand, the experimental approach in the
study of the interaction (adsorption, cationic exchange and
intercalation) of montmorillonite with heavy metals (and
even organic molecules) by XRD analysis has been con-
firmed by theoretical calculations. Zhang et al. (2018) [90]
studied the uranyl ion complexation on montmorillonite
edges using a combined first-principle molecular dynamics
and surface complexation modeling approach. Obtained
results in the case of four selected representative complexing
sites show that uranyl ions form hydrolyzed bidentate com-
plexes on these sites. Liu et al. (2021) [91] used the molecu-
lar dynamic simulations to explain the sorption behaviors of
heavy metal ions (zinc, cadmium, and lead) in the interlayer
and nanopore of Wyoming montmorillonite. The calculated
diffusion coefficients of the selected three cations in inter-
layer and nanopore indicated that their diffusion abilities
were significantly impaired, implying that montmorillonite
adsorbents have a strong ability to fix and retard heavy metal
ions. Zhang et al. (2022) [92] investigates by the molecular
dynamic simulations of the exchange behavior of radionu-
clides into montmorillonite. Authors demonstrate that mul-
tivalent cations prefer to stay in the mid-plane of interlayer
region, and Cs+ and Rb+ cations are located closer to the
basal plane via inner-sphere complexation. Furthermore,
the orientations of interlayer uranyl ions are nearly perpen-
dicular to basal surface. Density functional theory (DFT) is
used to validate XRD data in the case of hydrated Na-
hectorite exchanged with Cs-, Ca-, and Sr-cations [93]. Also,
the first-principle DFT provides a prediction of the struc-
ture, stability, and dynamic properties of organoclays based
on montmorillonite (Mt) intercalated with two types of
organic cations—tetrabutylammonium (TBA) and tetrabu-
tylphosphonium (TBP) [94]. The Cs adsorption on mont-
morillonite clay is investigated by 133Cs chemical shift
calculations, 133Cs magic-angle-spinning nuclear magnetic
resonance (MAS NMR) spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction under
controlled relative humidity, and DFT calculations [95].
Obtained results shows that all Cs atoms were positioned
around the center of hexagonal cavities in the upper or lower
tetrahedral sheets. The calculated 133Cs chemical shifts were
highly sensitive to the tetrahedral Al (AlT)-Cs distance and
d-spacing, rather than to the Cs coordination number.
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Work on the linkage of constraints has not been ade-
quately addressed in the literature. Indeed, Meftah et al.
(2010) [84] showed that for a well-determined pH value
and at a precise temperature clay can permanently change
its structure. Thus, Marty et al. (2020) [85] explained that
the coupling between the chemistry and hydration of clays
shows a specific behavior for most water molecules consider-
ing RH and interlamellar space composition. The constraint
coupling affecting, respectively, the clay hydration behavior,
the absorber performance, and the ion exchanger efficiency
is timidly approached during the main works carried out
in the last decade focusing the use of clay in the context of
multibarrier [41, 79, 96]. Several works [41, 79, 96] have
concentrated on the effect of individual parameter and
neglecting the coupling and the interaction between exist-
ing/surrounding parameters which generally affect the func-
tionality of the material. Very few works are based on this
very realist approach [12, 71]. To take full advantage of the
huge possibilities of use of these minerals, it is necessary to
simulate, at the laboratory scale, what happens during the
real use. This approach is realized by respecting a scientific
methodology based on five steps. The first is to decipher
the nature and intensity of the constraints affecting the min-
eral (in question), and secondly, to determine the order of
the possible couplings constraints and their nature (e.g., first
coupling order: coupling of two constraints (e.g., T-%RH, T
-pH, T-CEC, S/L ratio-T , …) and second coupling order:
coupling of three constraints T-pH-S/L ratio and mechani-
cal stress-T-%RH, …). The third step is to create and imple-
ment these constraint coupling types on a laboratory scale.
The fourth step is to characterize the material’s response.
The last step is the evaluation/optimization based on the
eventual results. The tremendous combination of constraints
increases the challenges. For this purpose, we will focus on
this work only at the first-order coupling between soil solu-
tion pH and thermal gradient designated by (T-pH).

Essentially, this work focuses the structural alteration,
hydration stability, and evolution of montmorillonite poros-
ity by (T-pH) in the case of Na-rich montmorillonite
exchanged with heavy metals M2+. This necessarily requires
the realization/validation at the laboratory scale of an exper-
imental first-order coupling which consists of the variations
of geochemical and thermal stresses strength simulta-
neously. The structural evaluation is realized by a specific
quantitative XRD analysis based on the modeling of the
001 reflections. Thermal analysis is used to develop the
model describing interlamellar water molecule amount evo-
lution versus constraint strength. The adsorption specific-
ities and the porosity growth are investigated by BET and
BJH pore size distribution analyses.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Baseline Material. A standard dioctahedral smectite
SWy-2 extracted from the cretaceous formations of Wyo-
ming (USA) and provided by the clay mineral repository is
selected for the present study [1]. The structural formula
per half-cell is given by [43]:

Si4+3:96, Al
3+

0:04
� �

Al3+1:53, Fe3+0:18, Fe2+0:045, Mg2+0:26, Ti
4+

0:01
� �

� O10 OHð Þ2 Ca2+0:07, K+
0:01Na+0:2

� �
ð1Þ

This bentonite exhibits a low octahedral charge and
extremely limited tetrahedral Substitutions. The clay cation
exchange capacity (CEC) is 101meq/100 g [43].

2.2. Pretreatment. A pretreatment of the starting material
consists of preparing Na-rich montmorillonite suspension
(SWy-Na) is realized following a classic protocol detailed
by [41] as shown in Figure 1.

2.3. Exchangeable Cations. Three heavy metal cations (Ba2+,
Cu2+, and Co2+) were the subject of the cation exchange pro-
cess. The cation preference is explained by the wonderful
abundance of the latter in industrial and radioactive waste
and the specific characteristics of each one [97].

2.4. First-Order Coupling Constraints. First-order stress cou-
pling is based on the association of geochemical (soil solu-
tion pH) and the thermal gradients (obtained by varying T
°C) at the laboratory scale. To achieve this goal, an MCl2
solution (where M is the metal cation Ba2+, Cu2+ and
Co2+) at a well-determined pH is prepared at a low concen-
tration (0.1M), followed by the addition of Na-rich mont-
morillonite powder (SWy-Na). For each constraint pair
created (fixed pH and fixed T), an adjustment of the overall
volume (200mL) is made by adding the metal chloride solu-
tion and the acid or base additive. Subsequently, and after
several mechanical shaking cycle, a cation exchange process
will take place at a well-determined temperature for a fixed
specified period (24 h) (Figure 2). The soil solution pH var-
iation and temperature values (T°C) are carried out on the
same sample. All experimental parameters are summarized
in Table 1.

2.5. Cation Exchange Process. A cation exchange process is
carried out for each bivalent metal cations Ba2+, Cu2+, and
Co2+ brought into contact with the starting sample. The
experimental protocol established for each sample consists
of applying a mechanical shake throughout 48 h, followed
by centrifugation at 4000 rpm. This step is repeated five
times to ensure process achievement. After recovery of the
solid fraction, a series of washes with distilled water will take
place to remove excess of salt from chloride ions. The
obtained sample is labeled SWy-M with M that is the metal
cation type (e.g., SWy-Ba, SWy-Cu, and SWy-Co). The
experimental protocol is summarized in Figure 3.

To be able to analyze the complexes obtained using
XRD, oriented sample was prepared by placing the obtained
suspensions on a glass slide at air dry for 24 h.

2.6. X-Ray Diffraction (XRD). Structural characterization is
carried out using XRD analysis by a Bruker D8 ADVANCE
(Bruker AXS GmbH, Karlsruhe, Germany) with CuKα
monochromatic radiation (λ = 0:15406 nm) at 40 kV and
20mA. The usual scanning parameters were 0.01 (2θ°) as
the step size and 6 s as the counting time per step over the
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explored angular range. Indeed, the XRD profiles were
recorded in the 2θ° range from 3.5 to 60 for all specimens.
All records are made at room temperature under atmo-
spheric pressure. XRD investigations were directed by the
correlation between qualitative and quantitative analyses.

2.6.1. Semiquantitative XRD Analysis. The semiquantitative
XRD investigation is carried out by determining, respec-
tively, the observed homogeneity structure based on the
001 reflections shape, the experimental d001 basal spacing
value, the calculated full width at the maximum half
FWHM, the calculated crystallite size D, and the calculated
rationality parameter ξ [98, 99]. This preliminary analysis
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Recuperation of the solidfraction

M: Interfoliar cation of raw clay of
charge x (Mg2+, Ca2+, Li+, K+...)
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Sample SWy-Na

Figure 1: Experimental protocol for the purification of the starting material. Excess of salt was washed out by 24 h cycles: centrifugation
8000 rpm + removal of the supernatant.
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Figure 2: Experimental assembly of the 1st order coupling.

Table 1: Soil solution pH and temperatures of the coupling of the
1st order of the stresses.

Coupling of the 1st order
Soil solution

pH
Temperature (°C) Time (h) V (mL)

Acid
3 50

24

5 60

Neutral 7 70 200

Basic
9 80

11 90
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remains insufficient to deeply identify interlamellar space
(IS) contents, layer stacking mode at the crystallite size, the
average layer number per stacking, the water molecule abun-
dance and configuration, the saturation of the exchangeable
intern and extern site, the hydration heterogeneities, the
cause of the observed heterogeneity and the position, and
the abundance of the exchangeable cation, and more.

2.6.2. XRD Profile Modeling: Theoretical Diffracted Intensity
and Modeing Strategy. The modeling XRD approach is based
on a matrix mathematical formalism developed by [42]. The
expression of the intensity of the diffracted waves along the
c∗ axis is as follows:

I001 2θð Þ = LpSpur Re ϕ½ � W½ � I½ � + 2 〠
M−1

n

M − n
n

� �
Q½ �n

( ) !
,

ð2Þ

where Re means the real part of the final matrix, Spur is the
sum of the diagonal terms of the real matrix, Lp is the
Lorentz polarization factor, M is the number of layers per
stack, n = 1, …, 1–M–1, [Ф], is the matrix of the structural
factor, ½I� is the unitary matrix, ½W� is the diagonal matrix
of the proportions of the different types of layers, and ½Q�
is the matrix representing the interference phenomena
between the adjacent layers.

The modeling approach allowed us to identify the abun-
dance of different layer types abundances (Wi), the type and
the abundance of the mixed layer structure MLS, the stack-
ing mode of different layer types, the average number M of
layers per coherent scattering domain (CSD), and the IS
water molecule distribution [78]. Within a CSD, layer stack-
ing is described by a set of junction probabilities (Pij).
Briefly, the relationship between probabilities and Wi abun-

dance of two different types of layers (i and j) can be sum-
marized as follows: (i) the segregation tendency is given by
Wi < Pii and Wj < Pjj, (ii) total demixing is obtained for Pii

= Pjj = 1, (iii) the regular tendency is obtained if Wi < Pji

< 1 and Wj < Pij < 1, and (iv) finally, the boundary between
the last distribution labeled chaotic/or random is obtained
when Wi = Pji = Pii and Wj = Pij = Pjj with ΣWi = 1 and Σ

Pij = 1 [42, 100].
The modeling strategy consists of the theoretical repro-

duce of the experimental XRD profile initially from a homo-
geneous structure subsequently improved by adding other
supplementary contributions. The existence of two mixed-
layer structures (MLS) does not reflect the presence of two
populations of particles physically present in the sample
[48, 79, 101]. Therefore, layers with the same hydration state
present in different MLS contributing to the diffracted inten-
sity are assumed to have identical properties (chemical com-
position, layer thickness, and z-coordinates of atoms). The
details of the XRD modeling approach are explained in
detail in previous work of [41, 48, 78, 79, 101]. The atomic
coordinates z in the 2 : 1 layer framework (octahedral layer
sandwiched between two tetrahedral layers) are shown in
Table 2. The z-coordinates of the IS content (exchangeable
cation, molecules, etc.) are optimized, during the modeling
process [66, 102], to improve the agreement Rwp:

RWP =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
∑ I 2θið Þexp − I 2θið Þcalc
n o2

∑ I 2θið Þexp
n o2

vuuuut × 100%, ð3Þ

where Ið2θiÞexp is the experimental diffracted intensity, and
Ið2θiÞcalc is the calculated ones.

Mechanical shaking for 48 hours + centrifugation 4000 rpm

Recuperation of the solidfraction

0, 5 g SWy-Na + 200 mL MCl2 (0, 1 N)

(SWy-Na) + M2++ 2Cl–→ (SWy-M2+) + 2NaCl

Excess of salt was washed out by 24 h cycles
centrifugation 8000 rpm + removal of the supernatant

Sample SWy-M

M: Ba2+, Cu2+ and Co2+
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Figure 3: Experimental cation exchange protocol.

Table 2: The z atomic coordinates within the 2 : 1 layer framework along the c∗ axis [42].

Atom type O1 O2 O3 O4 O5 O6 OH1 OH2 Si1 Si2 Al

Number 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 2

Zn (Å) 0 0.20 2.25 4.31 6.26 6.59 1.98 4.28 0.59 6.04 3.43
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2.6.3. Modeling Strategy. The search for optimal structural
parameters passes necessary through the determination of
the shape function called “modulation function.” It is related
to the positions of the characteristic XRD reflections, by

making the variations of the following parameters: (i) the
Wi proportions of the different distances and the relative
probabilities Pij of succession law between layer type i and
layer type j and (ii) the average layer number M per stack.

Modelling strategy
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Figure 4: The main input structural parameter for the XRD modeling approach.
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The agreement between theoretical and experimental
profile is improved (decrease of RWP value) by some adjust-
ment attributed to the following parameters: (i) the z posi-
tion of the layer atom composition along the c∗ axis, (ii)
the number and position z of the exchangeable cations,
and (iii) the abundance and the configuration (their z posi-
tions following the normal at the sheet plane [82, 99, 103,
104] of the interlayer water molecules). A brief modeling
strategy summary is reported in Figure 4.

2.7. Thermal Analysis: Thermogravimetry/Differential
Thermal Analysis (TG/DTA). The hydration properties are
very sensitive to the amount of water molecule which is
identified by TG-DTA thermal analyses coupled with the

“Labsys TG”model. All TG-DTA records are realized at var-
iable temperatures from 0 to 500°C at a speed of 5°C/min.
The used gas stream is argon. Approximately 10mg of sam-
ple was used in platinum pans in each analysis. The determi-
nation of nH2O necessarily depends on the results drawn
from the TG-DTA curves followed by a theoretical calcula-
tion via modeling. After having optimized the theoretical
XRD models, a structural formula per half unit cell can be
determined by taking into account the weighting of each
MLS and then of each layer population and its specific
weighting as well as the average number of layers per crystal-
lite (Table 3). Subsequently, the molar mass of the obtained
results is calculated. The number of nH2O (abundance) is
estimated according to the following parameters: the initial

Table 3: Examples of half-cell structural formulas for raw montmorillonite SWy-2 and exchanged (SWy-2) with sodium and heavy metals
at full saturation.

Samples Structural half-cell formula

SWy-2 (Si4+3.96, Al
3+

0.04) (Al
3+

1.53, Fe
3+

0.18, Fe
2+

0.045, Mg2+0.26, Ti
4+

0.01) O10 (OH) 2 (Ca
2+

0.07, K
+
0.01, Na

+
0.2)

SWy-Na (Si4+3.96, Al
3+

0.04) (Al
3+

1.53, Fe
3+

0.18, Fe
2+

0.045, Mg2+0.26, Ti
4+

0.01) O10 (OH) 2 (Na
+
0.28)

SWy-Co (Si4+3.96, Al
3+

0.04) (Al
3+

1.53, Fe
3+

0.18, Fe
2+

0.045, Mg2+0.26, Ti
4+

0.01) O10 (OH) 2 (Co
2+

0.14)

SWy-Cu (Si4+3.96, Al
3+

0.04) (Al
3+

1.53, Fe
3+

0.18, Fe
2+

0.045, Mg2+0.26, Ti
4+

0.01) O10 (OH) 2 (Cu
2+

0.14)

SWy-Ba (Si4+3.96, Al
3+

0.04) (Al
3+

1.53, Fe
3+

0.18, Fe
2+

0.045, Mg2+0.26, Ti
4+

0.01) O10 (OH) 2 (Ba
2+

0.14)
I (

a.
u)

(2𝜃° Cu-K𝛼)

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65

12,33 Å

⁎

SWy-Na exp
SWy-Na theo

Figure 5: Best agreement between theoretical and experimental XRD profiles obtained in the case of SWy-Na. ∗Halite (NaCl).

Table 4: Qualitative XRD investigation in the case of the samples SWy-Na, SWy-Co, SWy-Cu, and SWy-Ba [47, 97].

Sample 2θ° d001 (Å) FWHM (2θ°) D (Å) ξ (Å) Character

SWy-Na 7.16 12.33 0.74 18.77 0.062 Homogeneous

SWy-Co [47] 5.86 14.88 0.71 19.55 0.520 Interstratified

SWy-Cu [47] 7.14 12.36 0.61 22.77 0.100 Homogeneous

SWy-Ba [91] 5.91 14.94 1.55 08.96 0.970 Interstratified

Notes: 2θ°: Bragg’s angle; d001: basal distance of the 1st reflection; D: average crystalline size; FWHM: full width at half maximum; ξ: rationality deviation
parameters.
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mass minitial of the sample before analysis, the variation in
sample mass Δm, the average number of layers M, and the
number of moles n (deduced from masse molar).

2.8. Adsorption Analysis and Porosity Investigation. This
study uses BET analysis in order to gain insight in particular
surface area (SA) estimation in the case of porous materials,
yielding knowledge in the effects of porosity fate and particle
size evolution versus constraint strength [41, 105, 106]. This
goal is achieved by multilayer nitrogen adsorption isotherm
variation (performed at 77K) versus relative pressure (P
/P0~0.95). This task is fully automated manipulating Quan-
tachrome NOVA 2000e series volumetric gas adsorption
instrument. BJH analysis is employed to define pore area
and specific pore volume by means of adsorption and
desorption procedures. Also, the pore size distribution

(PSD) was identified assuming several pores shape approxi-
mations. The adsorbed nitrogen and oxygen were eliminated
under reduced (vacuum) pressure at 100°C for 8 h before
measuring SA and PSD [107–110].

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Semiquantitative XRD Investigation of the Baseline
Samples. The experimental XRD profile of the starting
SWy-Na complex (Figure 5) shows three characteristic
reflections (n = 1, 2, and 4). The first reflection (001) is
located at 2θ = 7:16° (d001 = 12:33Å) probably indicating a
hydration 1W state (Table 4). By calculating the FWHM
and ξ parameter value, the homogeneous observed character
is confirmed [111, 112]. This result is consistent with the
results of [48] on the same sample. Na-rich montmorillonite

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65

pH=11; T=90°C

pH=9; T=80°C

pH=7; T=70°C

pH=5; T=60°C

pH=3; T=50°C

14,15 Å

12,33 ÅI (
a.

u)

(2𝜃° Cu-K𝛼)

SWy-Coexp

SWy-Cotheo

Figure 6: Best agreement between theoretical and experimental XRD profiles obtained in the case of SWy-Co.

Table 5: Optimum structural parameters used for modeling XRD profiles in the case of baseline samples [47, 97].

Sample % MLS d001 nH2O WA PAA SM M RWP (%)

SWy-Na
80 10.5 0

0.80 0.85 R1−seg 10 2.27
20 12.5 2

SWy-Co [47]
16 12.4 1.1

0.16 0.30 R1−seg 8 4.25
84 15.2 1.9

SWy-Cu [47]
95 12.4 1.1

0.95 0.05 R1−seg 8 3.82
05 15.2 1.9

SWy-Ba [91]

64
12.4 1.1

0.15 0.15 R0

8 3.77
15.2 1.9

36
12.4 1.1

0.65 0.77 R1−seg
15.2 2.0

Notes: d001: interlamellar distance; nH2O: number of water molecules per half-cell; zH2O: position of the molecules along the c∗ axis of the H2O molecule is
attached to 9.6 Å for hydration states 1W. The position of the exchangeable cations per half-cell calculated along the axis c∗ is fixed à 9.6 Å for hydration states
1W [41]. M: average number of sheets per stack; SM : layer stacking mode; R0: maximum order; R1: random stacking; R1−X , associated stacking (segregation-
partial order); C: characters; Ho: homogeneous; He: heterogeneous; RWP: confidence factor.
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(SWy-Na) has been studied extensively before since it is con-
sidered a reference sample [5–7, 41, 48, 78–79, 89, 113]. At
this level, our goal is to refine the obtained literature results
related to the SWy-Na sample. For the SWy-Cu, SWy-Co,
and SWy-Ba samples, qualitative and quantitative XRD
results extracted from the same authors earlier works [47,
97] are used (Tables 4 and 5).

3.2. Modeling of XRD Profiles in the Case of SWy-Na Sample.
The mixed layer structure (MLS) used to achieve the best
agreement between the experimental and calculated XRD

model (Figure 5) shows an heterogeneous hydration character
that results in the coexistence of two types of layers (0W and
1W)with a strong dominance for the 1W phase at about 80%.
This opposes the obtained qualitative description.

Indeed, the distribution of IS water molecules has
respected the previous work [5, 6, 48, 88, 101] with a water
sheet located in the middle of the IS for 1W phase and the
absence of water in the IS for the dehydrated state 0W.
Regardless of the type of hydration state, the exchangeable
cations Na (per half-cell unit) are positioned in the center
of the IS along the c∗ axis respecting the configuration of

Table 6: Qualitative XRD investigation in the case of the samples SWy-Co SWy-Cu and SWy-Ba.

Samples 2θ° d001 (Å) FWHM (2θ°) D (Å) ξ (Å) Characters

SWy-Co

pH = 3; T = 50°C 06.22 14.20 1.27 10.93 0.563

Interstratified

pH = 5; T = 60°C 06.24 14.15 1.18 11.77 0.653

pH = 7; T = 70°C 06.09 14.50 1.00 13.89 0.406

pH = 9; T = 80°C 06.07 14.55 1.93 07.19 0.109

pH = 11; T = 90°C ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

SWy-Cu

pH = 3; T = 50°C 07.16 12.34 0.61 22.77 0.016
Homogeneous

pH = 5; T = 60°C 07.03 12.57 0.71 19.57 0.096

pH = 7; T = 70°C 07.08 12.48 1.74 07.98 0.114

InterstratifiedpH = 9; T = 80°C 07.06 12.51 1.97 07.05 0.207

pH = 11; T = 90°C 07.00 12.62 2.14 06.49 0.270

SWy-Ba

pH = 3; T = 50°C 07.18 12.30 0.70 19.85 0.055 Homogeneous

pH = 5; T = 60°C 07.14 12.37 1.30 10.69 0.013 Interstratified

pH = 7; T = 70°C 07.20 12.27 0.55 25.26 0.091

HomogeneouspH = 9; T = 80°C 07.18 12.30 0.68 20.43 0.216

pH = 11; T = 90°C 07.35 12.02 0.57 24.38 0.064

Notes:∗absence of the 001 reflection.

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60

pH=11; T=90°C

pH=9; T=80°C

pH=7; T=70°C

pH=5; T=60°C

pH=3; T=50°C

65

12,32 Å12,62 Å

I (
a.

u)

(2𝜃° Cu-K𝛼)

SWy-Cuexp

SWy-Cutheo

Figure 7: Best agreement between theoretical and experimental XRD profiles obtained in the case of SWy-Cu.
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the data provided by the literature [5, 48]. The average num-
ber of layers per crystallite M is equal to 10. The confidence
factor RWP is very low (2.27%), which reflects the high qual-
ity of fitting. The structural parameters are summarized in
Table 5.

3.3. Semiquantitative Description of XRD Analysis after
Applying First-Order Coupling Stress

3.3.1. Case of the SWy-Co Sample. The experimental XRD
results for the SWy-Co samples obtained are shown in
Figure 6. For the first three constraint coupling levels
(pH = 3; T = 50°C⟶ pH = 7; T = 70°C), there is an asym-
metry for the main 001 reflections located at 6.1 in 2θ° with
d001~ 14.5Å synonymous of a minor 2W hydration state
presence attributed to the Co2+ cation in IS. Also, a shoulder
towards the wide angles around in 7.2° in 2θ (d001~ 12.3Å)
attributed to the existence of the sodium residue resulting
from the starting sample. Generally, the observed asymmet-
ric 001 reflections indicates the coexistence of several hydra-
tion states within the crystallite and/or a partial cation
exchange process. The values of the FWHM and ξ parame-
ters confirms this idea (Table 6).

In Table 6, for the rest of the samples, a different hydra-
tion behavior was observed. The diffracted intensity ratio
I001/I002, I001/I003, and I001/I004 of the complex studied under
(pH = 9, T = 80°C/pH = 11, T = 90°C) decreases if compared
with the three first studied samples. Also, a drastic decrease
in the 001-reflection intensity is observed in both samples
and which probably indicates a bottom transformation that
affected the structure when increasing constraints strength.
This strange structural behavior finds an explanation by
the effect of the increase in temperature and the basic aspect
of the soil solution pH on the cohesion energy between
layers and even destruction of the chemical bonds within

octahedral and tetrahedral sheet forming the layer. The main
structure is affected and an elevated layer’s exfoliation trends
within the crystallites favoring a total transformation of the
original 2 : 1 phase to a 1 : 1 clay structure that was estab-
lished. The raised value of the 002-reflection intensity and
the absence of the 001 line can be interpreted in this case
by the beginning of a great structural transformation. This
remains to be proven by quantitative XRD analysis and by
studying the porosity evolution of these two samples.

3.3.2. Case of the SWy-Cu Sample. The experimental XRD
models, in the case of SWy-Cu, obtained by varying the
external constraint strength are summarized in Figure 7.
For the first two constraints of the coupling value (pH = 3;
T = 50°C and pH = 5; T = 60°C), the experimental XRD
models are almost identical with a low FWHM value
(Table 6) indicating probably either the coexistence, within
the stacks, of several hydration states [77] or an unfinished
(partial) cation exchange, knowing that Cu2+ cation is
indistinguishable from the starting sodium by simple
XRD analysis at room conditions from the starting sodium
cation [47]. All qualitative parameters are summarized in
Table 6. For the rest of the complexes (pH = 7; T = 70°C
⟶ pH = 11; T = 90°C), a stack towards the small angles
(5:9° ⟶ 15Å) appeared and ascribed to the material
response to the applied stress. Indeed, a beginning of 2W
transition, without a real domination, is confirmed by
increasing the coupling constraint intensity. It remains to
be noted that the higher-order peaks have a relatively low
intensity regardless surrounding environment change and
from soil solution pH value = 7 and temperature T = 70°C,
an abrupt structural change is observed.

3.3.3. Case of the SWy-Ba Sample. The experimental XRD
profiles of SWy-Ba sample are reported in Figure 8. An

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 6

pH=11; T=90°C

pH=9; T=80°C

pH=7; T=70°C

pH=5; T=60°C

pH=3; T=50°C

0 65

12,33 Å

I (
a.

u)

(2𝜃° Cu-K𝛼)

SWy-Baexp

SWy-Batheo

Figure 8: Best agreement between theoretical and experimental XRD profiles obtained in the case of SWy-Ba.
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Table 7: Structural parameters of SWy-Co, SWy-Cu, and SWy-Ba.

Samples % MLS xW-echa.cat d001 nH2O WA PAA SM M Mtot RWP

SWy-Co

pH = 3; T = 50°C

16.68 1W-Na 12.2 0.0442 1 1 R0 05

9 3.61
83.28

1W-Na 12.2 0.0346

0.40 0.55 R1−seg 10
2W-Co 15.2

0.0259

0.0259

pH = 5; T = 60°C

16.70 1W-Na 12.2 0.0322 1 1 R0 05

9 3.79
83.30

1W-Na 12.2 0.0252

0.40 0.55 R1−seg 10
2W-Co 15.2

0.0189

0.0189

pH = 7; T = 70°C
35 1W-Na 12.2 0.0230

0.35 0.63 R1−seg 08 8 3.42
65 2W-Co 15.2

0.0300

0.0300

pH = 9; T = 80°C
40 1W-Na 12.2 0.0200

0.40 0.40 R0 07 7 7.45
60 2W-Co 15.2

0.0243

0.0243

pH = 11; T = 90°C
40 1W-Na 12.2 0.0101

0.40 0.40 R0 07 7 9.12
60 2W-Co 15.2

0.0113

0.0113

SWy-Cu

pH = 3; T = 50°C

81.23

1W-Na 12.2 0.1166

0.95 0.95 R0 14

12 3.84

2W-Cu 15.2
0.0031

0.0031

18.77

1W-Na 12.2 0.0333

0.95 0.95 R0 04
2W-Cu 15.2

0.0009

0.0009

pH = 5; T = 60°C

84.20

1W-Na 12.2 0.0797

0.85 0.86 R1−seg 14

12 3.56

2W-Cu 15.2
0.0070

0.0070

15.80

1W-Na 12.2 0.0228

0.85 0.86 R1−seg 04
2W-Cu 15.2

0.0020

0.0020

pH = 7; T = 70°C
75 1W-Na 12.2 0.0410

0.75 0.90 R1−seg 10 10 4.92
25 2W-Cu 15.2

0.0068

0.0068

pH = 9; T = 80°C
70 1W-Na 12.2 0.0250

0.70 0.87 R1−seg 08 8 6.04
30 2W-Cu 15.2

0.0148

0.0148

pH = 11; T = 90°C
70 1W-Na 12.2 0.0284

0.70 0.87 R1−seg 08 8 7.73
30 2W-Cu 15.2

0.0061

0.0061

SWy-Ba

pH = 3; T = 50°C

72.17 1W-Na 12.2 0.1001 1 1 R0 12

10 5.41
27.83

1W-Na 12.2 0.0446

0.90 0.89 R1−p:ord 06
2W-Ba 15.2

0.0045

0.0045

pH = 5; T = 60°C
84 1W-Na 12.2 0.0978

0.84 0.91 R1−seg 10 10 5.96
16 2W-Ba 15.2

0.0093

0.0093

pH = 7; T = 70°C
95 1W-Na 12.2 0.0905

0.95 0.97 R1−seg 12 12 5.22
05 2W-Ba 15.2

0.0045

0.0045
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intense 001 reflection situated at 7.2° (2θ) (d001~ 12.3Å)
indicating a 1W hydration state dominates all sample. This
probably reflects the existence of a Na+ residue originating
from the starting sample or from added NaOH solution used
to balance the pH solution. This opposes the earlier results
[41, 97] on cation exchange in the case of Ba2+ which dem-
onstrate a 2W hydration state behavior.

For pH = 5/T = 60°C, the XRD profile shows a shoulder
towards the low angles (5:8° ⟶ d001 = 15:23Å) with an
increase in the FWHM and ξ parameter value indicating
the 2W hydration state transition beginning. Also, it can
be interpreted by the coexistence, within the stacks, of sev-
eral states of hydration [77] or an unfinished (partial) cation
exchange knowing that the barium hydrate baseline to two
layers of water 2W (15Å). All qualitatively estimated
parameters are summarized in Table 6.

3.4. XRD Modeling Profiles after Applying First-Order
Coupling Stress

3.4.1. Case of the SWy-Co Samples. The qualitative XRD
analysis suggested heterogeneous hydration behavior for
SWy-Co samples, regardless of the strength of the stresses
applied. This interstratification has been approved by the
001 reflection modeling approach which assumes the coexis-
tence of two different hydration states (e.g., 1W and 2W).
To improve the agreement between the calculated and
experimental models (Figure 6) and for each constraint
strength from pH = 5/T = 60°C towards pH = 11/T = 90°C,
the proposed MLS is theoretically decomposed into two
layer populations type (i.e., 1W: d001~ 12.2Å and 2W: d001
~ 15.2Å) stacked according to specific succession probability
laws. The structural parameters associated with this model-
ing approach are summarized in Table 7. The proposed
MLS is obtained by weighted layer populations that are tol-
erated to have an identical chemical composition, identical
layer thickness, and identical z-atoms coordinates [40, 48].
The CEC of the results is partially saturated by the Na+

and Co2+ cations since, under ambient conditions, sodium
always has a hydration state of 1W [41, 48], and cobalt
has a hydration state of 2W.

The theoretical decomposition of the SWy-Co sample,
(pH = 11; T = 90°C) which has undergone fundamental
changes in its basic structure, can be followed by two major
hypotheses:

The 1st consists in considering that it is still a T-O-T type
structure despite the absence of the main 001 reflection
which must be positioned around 6.1° (2θ) (d001~ 14.5Å)
and can be attenuated (is no longer sensitive to X-rays dur-
ing diffractogram recordings) following the increase in the

Table 7: Continued.

Samples % MLS xW-echa.cat d001 nH2O WA PAA SM M Mtot RWP

pH = 9; T = 80°C

65.75 1W-Na 12.2 0.0611 1 1 R0 13

13 5.37
34.25

1W-Na 12.2 0.0202

0.80 0.85 R1−seg 13
2W-Ba 15.2

0.0025

0.0025

pH = 11; T = 90°C 15 0W-Na 10.2 0.0000
0.85 0.83 R1−p:ord 13 13 5.16

85 1W-Ba 12.2 0.0750

Notes: xW-echa.cat: layer type and associated exchangeable cation; d001: interlamellar distance; nH2O: number of water molecules per half-cell; zH2O: position
of the molecules along the c∗ axis of the H2O molecule is attached to 9.6 Å and 11.3 Å–13.9 Å for hydration states 1W and 2W, respectively. The position of
the exchangeable cations per half-cell calculated along the axis c∗ is fixed with 9.60 Å and 12.25 Å for hydration states 1W and 2W [41]; n-echa.cat: number of
exchangeable cations per half-cell is set to 0.28 (for the cation Na+) and at 0.14 (for bivalent metal cations), indicating complete saturation of cation exchange
capacity (CEC); M: average number of sheets per stack; Mtot, total average number of sheets per stack; SM : layer stacking mode; R0: maximum order; R1:
random stacking; R1−X : associated stacking (segregation-partial order); C: characters; Ho: homogeneous; He: heterogeneous; RWP: confidence factor.

Table 8: Results from TG/DTA analyses in the case of samples
SWy-Co, SWy-Cu, and SWy-Ba.

Samples minitial (mg) Δm (mg)

SWy-Co

pH = 3; T = 50°C 15.90 09.974

pH = 5; T = 60°C 16.60 13.387

pH = 7; T = 70°C 06.80 01.820

pH = 9; T = 80°C 17.10 11.074

pH = 11; T = 90°C 12.30 08.605

SWy-Cu

pH = 3; T = 50°C 17.50 12.975

pH = 5; T = 60°C 17.40 14.246

pH = 7; T = 70°C 15.70 12.836

pH = 9; T = 80°C 11.30 06.972

pH = 11; T = 90°C 14.00 10.848

SWy-Ba

pH = 3; T = 50°C 15.00 06.773

pH = 5; T = 60°C 23.60 19.570

pH = 7; T = 70°C 15.00 06.731

pH = 9; T = 80°C 15.40 03.501

pH = 11; T = 90°C 19.10 12.462

Notes: minitial: initial mass of the samples before analysis; Δm: change in
mass during analysis.

Table 9: Radius and ionic potential of some cations [110].

Cations Ionic potential (eV) Ionic radius (Å)

Na+ 1.05 0.95

Ba2+ 1.48 1.35

Cu2+ 2.74 0.73

Co2+ 3.08 0.65
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applied stress strength. In this case, a theoretical model
based on the heterogeneous mixed 1W/2W structure with
a major domination for the phase 2W was adopted with
very low average layer number per crystallite. This hypothe-
sis can be practically verified for the good agreement
towards higher diffraction orders.

The 2nd considers that the basic clay structure has been
strictly modified following the coupled increase in tempera-
ture T and the soil solution pH during the cation exchange
process. This supposition is justified through the destruction
of chemical bonds within the crystallite and/or which give
rise to a new structure derived from smectite. This result,
despite its originality, agrees with the work of [108, 109]
which focuses on the hydrothermal synthesis of zeolite from
clay minerals by controlling the pH effect on the synthesis
process. Hence, the transition from a T-O-T phyllosilicate
type (montmorillonite) to another kaolinite T-O phyllosili-
cate type is probabilistic, knowing that kaolinite has a dioc-
tahedral structure [114–116]. Its structural half-cell
formula is defined by (Si4 Al4 O10 (OH)8), whose basal dis-
tance d001 is of the order of 7Å [117–119] with a closed IS
accompanied by the absence of isomorphic substitutions
(not CC in the middle of IS). For this hypothesis
(Figure 6), we consider that the first reflection (in the 1st

hypothesis was considered as 2nd reflection 002) is posi-
tioned around 12° (2θ) (d001~ 7Å) from where the second
reflection is necessarily positioned around 24° (2θ)

(Table 7). For this hypothesis, we note the presence of a rel-
atively intense reflection around 18° (2θ). A rational reflec-
tion position is obtained for the three reflections order
(12° ⟶ 18° ⟶ 24°). Also, the exchangeable cation has no
place in this configuration, which even calls into question
the cation exchange process. Therefore, the first supposition
seems more scientifically logical. The 1st hypothesis has been
adopted in the rest of the calculations. It remains to be noted
that the quality of the fitting is controlled by the RWP
parameter.

3.4.2. Case of the SWy-Cu Samples. The best agreement
between theoretical and experimental XRD patterns
(Figure 7) of the SWy-Cu samples is obtained using an inter-
stratified structure of two MLS comprising various relative
layers proportions with different hydration states (Table 7).
This variability confirms the heterogeneous hydration char-
acter and the intermediate 1W-2W hydration phase
observed regardless of the intensity of the applied con-
straints. In detail, a minor contribution of the 2W phase
increases from 5% to 30% by increasing the intensity of the
external applied stress (pH = 3; T = 50°C⟶ pH = 11; T =
90°C). Indeed, the 2W hydration phase implemented in
the theoretical model is necessarily attributed to the layer
fraction whose CEC is saturated by Cu2+. This weighting
fluctuation is evidence of an incomplete cation exchange
process (d001 < 15Å). On the other hand, the dominance of

Table 10: Evolution of the nH2O amounts versus constraint strength for samples SWy-Co, SWy-Cu, and SWy-Ba.

Samples Phases
Saturation

mmolar (g/mol) M nH2O% Na+ % M2+

SWy-Co

pH = 3; T = 50°C Phase 1 100 0 370.864 05 0.0442

Phase 2 16.68 83.28 379.250 10 0.0865

pH = 5; T = 60°C Phase 1 100 0 370.864 05 0.0322

Phase 2 16.70 83.30 379.248 10 0.0630

pH = 7; T = 70°C Ø 35 65 377.406 08 0.0833

pH = 9; T = 80°C Ø 30 70 377.909 07 0.0686

pH = 11; T = 90°C Ø 30 70 377.909 07 0.0327

SWy-Cu

pH = 3; T = 50°C Phase 1 95 05 371.432 14 0.1228

Phase 2 95 05 371.432 04 0.0351

pH = 5; T = 60°C Phase 1 85 15 372.568 14 0.0937

Phase 2 85 15 372.568 04 0.0268

pH = 7; T = 70°C Ø 75 25 373.703 10 0.0546

pH = 9; T = 80°C Ø 70 30 374.271 08 0.0358

pH = 11; T = 90°C Ø 70 30 374.271 08 0.0406

SWy-Ba

pH = 3; T = 50°C Phase 1 100 00 370.864 12 0.1001

Phase 2 90 00 374.066 06 0.0496

pH = 5; T = 60°C Ø 84 16 375.988 10 0.1164

pH = 7; T = 70°C Ø 95 05 372.465 12 0.0995

pH = 9; T = 80°C Phase 1 100 00 370.864 13 0.0611

Phase 2 80 20 377.267 13 0.0252

pH = 11; T = 90°C Ø 15 85 398.076 13 0.0750

Notes: phases: modeling phase of each sample; Ø: absence of phases; mmolar: molar mass of the sample related to each phase; 4: average number of layers per
stack; nH2O: number of water molecules per half-cell bound to each phase.
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1W layer hydration phase is interpreted by the existence of a
fraction (quite large) regardless of the applied constraints
applied. This contribution is attributed to the sodium resi-
dues from the starting sample (SWy-Na).

The agreements obtained between the experimental and
theoretical profiles (RWP ~ 3% to 8%) are generally accept-
able (< 10%), despite the misfit observed after widening
the peaks around 14° and 28° (2θ). In fact, this disagreement
can be broken down into a good reflection position agree-
ment and a disagreement of diffracted intensity related to
the input fluctuation of the distribution and abundance of
water molecules in the IS. This disagreement led us to
explore wide-angle areas, later to establish a possible link
between CEC saturation and the degree of hydration
heterogeneity.

The logical increase of the RWP factor in the case of SWy-
Cu sample reflects the increase in the heterogeneity’s degree
defined, respectively, by an asymmetry of the first 001 reflec-
tions, the high FWHM value, and the ξ rationality parame-
ter. Theoretically, this result is related to the variability of
possible MLS configurations allowing a good fit of the 001

reflection. The exploitation of the WA, PAA, M, and RWP
values allowed us to characterize a specific distribution of
the n normalized layers within the crystallites according to
the generated stacking modes and the contribution of each
phase. This statistical representation of the layer can help
to understand the CEC sensitivity fluctuation (of the starting
sample) following the variation in the temperature T and pH
during the cation exchange process.

3.4.3. Case of the SWy-Ba Samples. For SWy-Ba samples, the
best agreements between theoretical and experimental
models are shown in Figure 8. The main structural parame-
ters used to achieve a good fit are summarized in Table 7.
For each model, several types of layers with variable stacking
mode are used to improve the agreement obtained between
the experimental and calculated models. This MLS is com-
posed by several layers of type populations depending on
the hydration state (0W, 1W, and 2W) whose basal dis-
tance d001 is equal to 10.2Å, 12.2Å, and 15.2Å, respectively.
This variability confirms the heterogeneous hydration char-
acter observed by qualitative XRD analysis for the entire
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Figure 9: nH2O abundance fluctuation as a function of stress strength for SWy-Co, SWy-Cu, and SWy-Ba samples (black scatter). Red
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SWy-Ba series (pH = 3; T = 50°C⟶ pH = 11; T = 90°C)
with a major dominance for the 1W hydration phase satu-
rated by Na+ cation assigned to the starting sample. In addi-
tion, the 2W phases are assigned to the fraction whose CEC
is saturated by Ba2+ cation [41]. More specifically, for the
first four samples from pH = 3/T = 50°C towards pH = 9
/T = 80°C, an omnipresent minor contribution of the 2W
phase which does not exceed 16% is noted and which is evi-
dence of the incomplete cation exchange process. In addi-
tion, the quite important dominance of the 1W hydration
phase (about 90%) is noted. The last sample (pH = 11; T =
90°C) has another intermediate phase 0W/1W which
explain the observed decrease in basal distance probably
resulting in the shrinkage of IS as a result of the temperature
increase. The quality agreements obtained between the theo-
retical and experimental profiles are in average of ~5%
which is generally acceptable.

3.5. Evolution of the Water Molecule Abundances versus
Coupling Constraint Strength

3.5.1. Evolution of the nH2O Amounts versus Constraint
Strength. The delicate theoretical determination of nH2O
amounts for each studied sample is deduced from the results
of thermogravimetry/differential thermal analysis (TG/
DTA) (Figure S1) and summarized in Table 8.

Regardless of the sample type, the hydration state is gov-
erned by the cationic nature, the layer charge value, and the
layer charge location [5–7, 107, 108, 120–122]. All samples
studied belongs to the Wyoming montmorillonite specimen
characterized by the same layer charge and the charge loca-
tion value. The nature of the exchangeable cations and the
external stresses applied to the cation exchange process

(first-order coupling constraint) is at the origin of these spe-
cific water molecule amounts fluctuations. The water affinity
of the exchangeable cation is related to the ionic potential
which is defined by the ratio of the valence of the cation to
its ionic radius [110] (Table 9). As this potential increases,
the cation’s affinity for water also increases. Indeed, bivalent
cations such as cobalt (Co2+), copper (Cu2+), and barium
(Ba2+) have a high affinity of water translated by a 2W
hydration state [6, 7]. Unlike monovalent cations like
sodium (Na+), having a low affinity for water mainly gener-
ates monohydrated states 1W.

Based on the quantitative XRD analysis, a discretization
of the content of the IS is carried out. Indeed, the evolution
of nH2O molecules per half-cell, relative to the constraint
strength, is described by Table 10 and represented in
Figure 9. For all series, a decrease in the water molecules
amounts as a function of the increase in temperature and
soil solution pH.

In the case of SWy-Co sample (Figure 9), there is an
overall linear decrease in the number of water molecules as
a function of the increase applied stresses intensity (pH = 3
; T = 50°C⟶ pH = 11; T = 90°C). Using a linear regression
approach, a mathematical equation was developed. The
behavior and evolution of the nH2O abundance fluctuation
re described by the following function:

y = 0:14888 − 0:02226:x, ð4Þ

where y is the nH2O abundance fluctuation, and x is the
applied stress intensity.

In the case of SWy-Cu and SWy-Ba samples (Figure 9),
there is a nonlinear water molecule amount decrease unlike
SWy-Co as a function of the increase in external stresses
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Figure 10: Average number of layers M evolution versus constraint strength in the case of SWy-Co, SWy-Cu, and SWy-Ba samples (black
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Figure 11: Continued.
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applied. So, a regression approach based on the Lorentz
equation was adopted to fit this evolution. This variation is
described by function below:

y = y0 +
2A
п

� �
×

w

4 x − xcð Þ2w2

 !( )
, ð5Þ

where y0 is the baseline offset, xc is the center of the peak, w
equals the width of the peak at half height, and A is the area
under the peak. The parameters of the used Lorentz function
are presented in Figure 9.

This decrease trends on the water molecule amount
(nH2O) versus constraint strength are predictable when
increasing temperature which automatically affects the IS
closing and subsequently, it affects the cation exchange
capacity of the mineral.

3.5.2. Individual Evolution of the 0W, 1W, and 2W
Abundances versus Constraint Strength. The “water foot-
print” schematized on Figure S2 shows the coexistence
within the particle of several phases with different weights.
The variation of the cation exchange process makes it
possible to better understand the structural response of the
starting material (such as fluctuations in basal distance d001
, FWHM, crystalline size, rationality ξ, average number of
layers M, and mode of stacking layers). Understanding the

CEC functioning mode is closely related to the
discretization of hydration states [48].

For SWy-Co samples, a decrease in the 1W monohy-
drate state, accompanied by an increase in fluctuation for
the 2W hydration state, represents the main hydration
behavior. This can be interpreted by an easy intercalation
of the compensating cations (Co2+) in IS more and more,
replacing the sodium cations (Na+) that will leave the struc-
ture partially according to the applied stress variation. This
hypothesis is confirmed by the global incomplete exchange
process despite the exchange equilibrium time provided
and remains to be noted that abundances in the aqueous
phase are normalized to 100%. For SWy-Cu samples, the
same behavior of the previous sample (SWy-Co) is observed.
A slight fluctuation for the 1W hydration state followed by a
slow increase of 2W is noted. For the latest SWy-Ba sam-
ples, the water behavior is almost different. There is a slow
decrease in the 1W state. This fluctuation is accompanied
by a slight increase of 2W phases. This is not valid for the
complex pH = 11 and T = 90°C (extreme case) which has a
minority anhydrate state of 0W (15%) and a majority
hydration state of 1W (85%). The abundance of individual
layer type deduced from the optimized theoretical MLS used
to reproduce experimental XRD profiles was shown in
Figure S3. Indeed, the 2W hydration state is the most
dominant phase in the entire SWy-Co series. Unlike the
two complexes SWy-Cu and SWy-Ba, the 1W hydration
state is the most dominant phases.

0 W

1 W

2 W

pH = 3; T = 50°C pH = 5; T = 60°C pH = 7; T = 70°C pH = 9; T = 80°C pH = 11; T = 90°C

SWy-Ba

(c)

Figure 11: Mapping representation of the hydration state in the case of SWy-Co (a), SWy-Cu (b), and SWy-Ba (c) samples via XRD
modeling approach.
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Figure 12: SABET single and multipoint BET evolution versus constraint strength for (a) SWy-Co, (b) SWy-Cu, and (c) SWy-Ba samples.
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3.6. Evolution of the Average Number of Layers versus
Constraint Strength. The average number of layers (M) is a
very important parameter in the crystal structure clay
response when studied by XRD analysis. It has a direct influ-
ence on the 001 reflections of the theoretical and experimen-
tal models. For the low M value, the reflections 001 will be
very wide with elevated value of FMWH and vice versa.
The evolution of M parameter for all SWy-Co, SWy-Cu,
and SWy-Ba samples is shown in Figure 10.

The SWy-Ba sample is the exception and exhibits growth
of M when increasing intensity constraint. The M evolution
as a function of the applied stress applied is fitted for each
sample and shown in Figure 10.

The evolution of M for all complexes following a Boltz-
mann function is shown below:

y = A2 +
A1 − A2ð Þ

1 + e x−x0/dxð Þ

	 

, ð6Þ

where A1 is the initial value, A2 is the final value, x0 is the
center, and dx is a time constant.

All functions parameters are summarized in Figure 10.

3.7. Evolution of the Layer Stacking Modes. A mapping rep-
resentation of the hydration state in the case of SWy-Co,
SWy-Cu, and SWy-Ba samples via XRD modeling profile
approach is summarized in Figure 11. The light brown, car-
amel, and dark brown colors represent the 0W, 1W, and
2W layer type, respectively. Each line thus represents a layer
with its intrinsic hydration state. The configuration consid-
ered here is an optimal configuration (best agreement
obtained) extracted from the best agreements obtained
between theoretical and experimental XRD profile. For
SWy-Co complexes, the correlation between partial and total
segregation stacking is observed. Thus, for SWy-Cu samples,

we notice that the total segregation aspect is present regard-
less of the applied constraint applied. On the other hand, the
SWy-Ba series shows the existence of two modes of stacking,
segregation accompanied by partial order, with blatant dom-
inance for segregated stacking.

3.8. BET and BJH Pore Size Distribution Analysis. The
exploitation of the results obtained from the structural anal-
ysis by XRD modeling approach demonstrates a variability,
in term of population, within the same crystallite. This
directly influences the internal and external layers surfaces,
which subsequently affects the adsorption properties and
the sample porosity. Our objective is to evaluate the effect
of the applied coupling disturbance (pH and T°C) on these
properties. Indeed, we are looking for a link between struc-
tural damage, the intrinsic properties of the sample, and
the saturation of the CEC. For that, a study based on BET
adsorption measurement and BJH pore size distribution
analysis is directed. Both the single-point and multipoint
BET methods based on the surface area (SA) purpose from
nitrogen isotherms were approved to evaluate external layer
surface perturbation [41, 123–131] (Figure 12). Average
pore diameter is determined using the BJH method
(Figure 13). Whatever the nature of the exchangeable cation,
an increase in the SA values is shown as a function of the
constraint intensity up to a pH = 9 and a T = 80°C. After this
limit value, a behavior divergence is shown. In fact, for the
two samples saturated, respectively, by Co and Cu cations,
a decrease in the SA values is observed against the continu-
ous growth in the case of the Ba cation.

The average pore diameter evolution versus constraint
strength (Figure 13) can provide a preliminary explanation
for the observed SA fluctuations.

For all samples, the limit of mesoporosity domain is
respected (where pores whose maximum diameter is
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between 2 and 50nm). Indeed, the SWy-Ba sample practi-
cally keeps the same average pore diameters values up to
pH = 11 and T = 90°C. However, the other two samples are
marked by a considerable increase in the average pore diam-
eter, which probably indicates a transformation that affected
the internal configuration of the clay particle. This agrees
with the results obtained from XRD analysis focusing the
evolution of the average number of layers versus constraint
strength.

Obtained nitrogen adsorption (ADS)-desorption (DES)
isotherms curves shape (Figure 14) shows a very closer type
II isotherm classification [127–131]. This allocation con-
firms the supremacy of the mesoporous texture despite the
fluctuations observed and the nature of the exchangeable
cation. The relative large pore size obtained in the case of
stressed SWy-Ba sample is explained by the coupling of
three essential parameters, respectively, the acidic or basic
nature of the soil solution, the intrinsic hydration property,
and the nature of the exchangeable cation. The Ba2+ ions

exchange promotes the exfoliation process and thereafter
increases the porosity degree.

To overcome the limits of SA analysis (i.e., nitrogen can
only cover external surfaces and does not interact with inter-
nal surfaces), since it cannot access the information in the
volume of the sample and subsequently, it does not provide
information on the IS configurations/changes, a pore size
distribution (PSD) analysis imposes itself. The application
of PSD analysis requires technical approaches such as (i)
the volumes of micropores, mesopores, and macropores
including nanopores in one gram solid labeled, respectively,
VMi, VMe, and VMa (all in mL/g) and (ii) the effects related
to macroporosity are neglected assuming that they do not
affect the properties of adsorption and the specific microme-
sopore volumes (V =VMi +VMe) that is determined using
the desorption data (at the relative equilibrium pressure P
/P0). Fundamental approximations used for the PSD analy-
sis target the shape and characteristics of the pores. Indeed,
cylindrical shape (with radius (r) approximately half of its
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width) is adopted. Also, cylindrical mesopores are character-
ized by r radii which correspond to V values (calculated
from the corrected Kelvin equation using P/P0 values).

The PSD plots provide information on the variation of
the cumulative pore volume versus pore radius (V-r)
(Figure 15). Although they have the same trend, the V-r
curves relating to each sample present specificities showing
the effect of the applied stress on the evolution of the poros-
ity. In the case of SWy-Co sample and from a diameter of
4 nm, an evolution divergence appears with a “gap” in favor
of high pH and T°C value which reaches 0.086mL/g
(Figure 15). The V-r variation divergence proves, initially,
the achievement of the cation exchange process which is
confirmed by an individual comportment of the V-r curves
despite having the same appearance. In addition, a direct
effect of the increase of the applied stresses appears as an
increase in the V-r “gap.” For SWy-Ba, the maximum cumu-
lative pore volume is 0.062mL/g attained at pH = 9 and T

= 80°C. The major remark concerns the last two values of
pH and T. Indeed, although they present a very similar
appearance to the other V-r characteristic curves, there is a
jump (“gap”) of 0.015mL/g attributed to the acid-base trans-
formation. In the case of SWy-Cu, the V-r curves have
respected the same shape as for the other samples, but the
maximum value did not exceed 0.069mL/g. The common
behavior for the three samples lies in the existence of a
cumulative pore volume “gap” observed during the acid-
base transformation. The value of this gap is practically very
similar and close for all samples, and it averages around
0.016mL/g. This variation is consistent with the XRD
modeling profile which predicts layer exfoliation and pres-
ence of highly hydrated rate.

The derivative pore size distribution curve (Figure 16)
confirms the prevailing mesoporosity with a pore diameter
concentration varying between 2.20 and 9.89 nm. A concen-
tration of large pore populations related to the saturated
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Co2+ sample (at pH = 11 and T = 90°C) is observed. This
agrees with the obtained SA results and XRD analysis. The
V-r curve radius derivative for all samples is given in
Figure 16. For the rest of the studied samples, an almost sim-
ilar variation is observed except for SWy-Ba (pH = 11/T = 90
) which presents an extremum around 4.01 nm with a small
extent.

4. Conclusion

This work studied the Wyoming montmorillonite response
to a first-order coupling constraint obtained at the labora-
tory scale by combining soil solution pH variation with tem-
perature gradient. The eventual mineral response to such
disturbance was approached from a structural, hydrological
(IS perturbation), cation exchange (CEC), and porosity
point of view.

The quantitative investigation of the 001 reflections
obtained from the XRD patterns via the modeling approach
makes it possible to develop a deep theoretical calculation
which allows us to build a global idea about the mechanisms
accompanying these changes. Indeed, IS configuration and
evolution are decrypted according to the applied constraint.
Several parameters like nature, abundance, relative probabil-
ity, size, position, arrangement of atoms/ions in the IS, the
quantity of nH2O, the average number of sheets, and the
stacking modes in crystallites are precisely identified.

These goals are achieved by combining results from
XRD profile modeling approach, TG/DTA analysis, and
the adsorption measurement outcomes.

The starting SWy-Na complexes studied at room condi-
tion exhibit a heterogeneous hydration state characterized by

a mixture between 0W and 1W phases contrary to the qual-
itative analysis which shows a homogeneous character. A
correlation between XRD profile modeling approach consol-
idated by TG/DTA analysis and the adsorption measure-
ment outcomes shows the following:

The case of the Co2+ cation is as follows:

(i) Heterogeneous hydration behavior induced by the
coexistence of two type of layer populations (i.e.,
1W and 2W phases within the crystallite), what-
ever the stress force

(ii) The theoretical decomposition of the experimental
XRD profiles allowed us to identify all the different
populations of existing layers and their stacking
mode

(iii) A dominance of the segregated layer stacking mode

(iv) The CEC increases simultaneously with the applied
stress intensity increases

(v) A linear regression approach describes the water
molecule amount decrease, determined from TG/
DTA analysis, as the temperature increases

(vi) The total structure change may appear
(2 : 1⟶ 1 : 1) by exceeding the limit of the
applied stress (pH11 and T > 150°C)

(vii) The BJH method shows an increase on the porosity
rate traduced by an evolution divergence appearing
with a “gap” in favor of high pH and T°C value. The
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pore diameter concentration is varying between
2.20 and 9.89 nm

The case of the Cu2+ cation is as follows:

(i) An interstratification explains the coexistence of
two hydration states (1W and 2W) regardless of
the stress strength

(ii) The coexistence within the crystallite of different
types of layer populations stacked according to a
specific set of junction probabilities

(iii) “Total segregation” stacking mode dominated the
entire series

(iv) CEC growth by increasing the applied stress

(v) A nonlinear water molecules amount decrease
unlike SWy-Co sample as a function of the increase
in external applied stresses (from TG/DTA analysis)
is fitted with a regression approach based on the
Lorentz model

(vi) Adsorption outcomes demonstrate that the sample
seems undamaged by the applied stress intensity
fluctuations

The case of the Ba2+ cation is as follows:

(i) A heterogeneous hydration state proven by the
presence of several layers 0W, 1W, and 2W,
regardless of the applied stress

(ii) The coexistence of several types of compensating
cation (Ba2+ and Na+) indicating the formation of
a real physical mixture between populations of dif-
ferent layer types

(iii) Partial CEC saturation and domination of segre-
gated layer stacking aspect

(iv) Results from TG/DTA analysis show a nonlinear
evolution governed by a Lorentz function which lies
between the observed evolution in the case of Co2+

and Cu2+ cations

(v) The intrinsic sample porosity is affected by the acid-
base transformation with a 0.015mL/g “gap.” The
maximum cumulative pore volume is 0.062mL/g
attained at pH = 9 and T = 80°C

In addition, the XRD modeling approach allowed us to
assign a structural response of the water footprint of the
samples and to map the interstratification of the different
layer type populations.

The presence of each cation induces specific structural
characteristics and a variable exchanged sample response
to external excitation. The observed structural transition,
for the Co2+ cation from a pH = 8 and T = 80°, accompanied
by a concentration of large pore populations (at pH = 11 and
T = 90°C) indicates the strong exfoliation phenomena affect-

ing even the elementary tetrahedral or octahedral sheets and
subsequently reducing the metal removal efficiency.

The evolution of the average number of layers (M)
confirms the consolidation of the crystallite thickness in
the case of Ba2+ cation despite the acid-base transition
and the strong thermal gradient. This is in favor of an
irreversible cation exchange process supporting the Barium
removal efficiency.
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